
Key Features:

Relay judging & start reaction time - 1/100th of a second accuracy
Automatically compare the incoming swimmer’s finish on the touchpad with the 
departure of the swimmer leaving the starting block.  On every start, the RJP 
senses when the swimmer leaves the block and compares the time to the start 
impulse from the start system.

Speedlight technology
Twenty high intensity calibrated LEDS flash simultaneously with the start tone 
and strobe light, providing a fair start to all athletes including athletes that are 
deaf or hard of hearing

Universal mounting system
Compatible with most Starting Block manufacturers

Dual connector blocks
Connect to either side and customize to your facility for flexibility and 
convenience.  Simplified connection from RJP to cable harness or deckplate 
- a single connector runs parallel to the RJP to reduce the risk of accidental 
disconnect when swimmers are stepping up to the block

Deckside start indicator
Placed on the backside of the connector block - flashes simultaneously with the 
start system and speedlights for a visual cue to backup timers

Suitable for all athletes at all levels

The patented speedlight technology is the most 
accurate way to judge relay exchanges.

RELAY JUDGING PLATFORMS
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RELAY JUDGING PLATFORMS

Specification:

Mounting is simple; a double strap with a through buckle allows quick set-up and easy removal and is 
compatible with most Starting Block manufacturers.  Certain starting blocks require customized Relay Judging 
Platforms.  Contact your Starting Block manufacturer or CTS representative for details.  Custom logos are 
available.

An RJP mounted on a starting block adds .3 in (.76cm) to the height above water.  U.S. patent no D464,699
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Part Number Dimensions (W x L) Weight
RJPLD-2020 20” x 20” (50.8cm x 50.8cm) 8.4 lbs (3.8kg)
RJPLD-2024 20” x 24” (50.8cm x 60.9cm) 9.9 lbs (4.5kg)
RJPLD-2420 24” x 20” (60.9cm x 50.8cm) 9.9 lbs (4.5kg)
RJPLD-2432 24” x 32” (60.9cm x 81.3cm) 15.2 lbs (6.3kg)
RJPLD-OSB12 20” x 30” (50.8cm x 76.2cm) 10.0 lbs (4.5kg)

Accessories:
R-SL-xx: Speedlight cable harness - 6-, 8-, 10-, or 12-lane.

CAD-RJPL-x: Storage caddies for up to ten relay judging platforms - available in 20” or 24” widths.
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